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Electronic Shell Structure of Group-IIIA Metal Atomic Clusters
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Ionization potentials of Al, and In, clusters (n (80) in supercooled beams have been measured by
photoionization spectroscopy. The abrupt leveling near n 5 of the initial linear increase in ionization
potentials and the subsequent gradual approach to the classical metallic sphere model are consistent with
a simple picture of s-p band hybridization. For n & 6, there is clear evidence of electron shell filling, yet
substantial deviations from shell-model predictions remain. Crystal-field effects are considered the most
probable source of symmetry breaking and give insight to cluster structure.

PACS numbers: 71.50.+t, 36.40.+d

The discovery of the electronic shell structure' in the
alkali-metal atomic clusters K„and Na„has stimulated
renewed interest in the electronic properties of very small
metal particles. Because the observed shell-filling num-

bers are predicted by a spherical jellium background
model (SJBM),3 or its spheroidal variant, one expects
that the properties of all free-electron metal clusters
might be unified within this simple model. Jellium-
based calculations also predict a set of shell-filling num-

bers for divalent and trivalent atomic clusters. However,
small clusters of the group-II metals Ba and Hg seem to
exhibit insulator band structure; a gradual transition to
metallic bands occurs over the n 20-60 region (Hg)
(Refs. 7 and 8) or beyond 30 (Ba), without evident
shell structure. Particularly revealing are ionization-
energy patterns which deviate systematically from the
classical electrostatic law, ' which had been found to
hold very well for the alkali metals.

For group-III metals, ab initio calculations on Al„
clusters (n (14) indicate a gap between bands derived
from the 3s and 3p atomic orbitals, " whereas macro-
scopic (fcc) Al is well described by the nearly-free-
electron model, in which deviations from free-electron
energy levels occur only near Brillouin-zone boundaries.
Electronic properties of larger clusters should corre-
spondingly be free-electron-like, as in the jellium model,
with symmetry-specific deviations arising from particular
lattice structures. " Experimentally, partial confirmation
of shell-model predictions for Al, in the n =7-30 range
has been deduced from photoelectron spectra, ' ' ioniza-
tion potentials, ' and binding energies. ' However, in

this Letter, we present photoionization-spectroscopic re-
sults on the electronic properties of Al„and In„clusters,
n (80, which show a nonclassical IP evolution, exposing
the full range of an s-p hybridization transition, as well
as very specific deviations from the SJBM throughout,
implicating significant symmetry breaking.

The atomic cluster beams are produced by laser vapor-
ization of the corresponding metal rod, and are carried in

a supersonic gas jet formed by pulsing high-pressure He
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FICJ. l. Ionization threshold energies (IP) of Al„clusters
plotted as a function of n. Data points in the n 3-8 region
and upper bounds on n 9-13 are taken from Ref. 14. The
filled triangles are from Upton's ab initio computations (Ref.
11), and the dashed curve is the classical metallic sphere model
(Ref. 10), p+ —,

' e'/R, using the bulk density and work function
(Si 4.28 eV). Circles in the n 36-42 region represent
above-threshold photoionization spectral features.

(ca. 7 atm) over the rod. The gas pulse expands into
vacuum through a Laval-type nozzle optimized for clus-
ter growth and cooling. The cooling is suflicient that
species such as AI„Ar are formed from the condensa-
tion of Ar added to the He gas. '6 Photoionization is by
fixed-energy (7.87 or 6.42 eV) or tunable (frequency-
doubled dye laser, 5-6 eV) ultraviolet radiation with the
cluster ions mass analyzed by time-of-flight mass spec-
trometry. Ionization thresholds are measured at fluences
below 10 J/cm, where the signal intensity depends
linearly on ionization-laser Auence. Further details on
the apparatus and procedure used are given in Ref. 16.
Figure 1 shows the photoionization-threshold-energy
(IP) pattern for Al„as a function of n (number of
atoms) and n, 3n (number of electrons). These values
are obtained from analysis of photoionization spectra,
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acquired as continuous scans in the 5.5-5.9-eV region,
and from 0.05-eV interval data below 5.5 eV. Threshold
energies are assigned to the base-line intercept of the
best straight line through the final decline of the photo-
ionization spectrum. In„-cluster IP's are bounded from a
series of photoionization mass spectra in the 5.2-6.4-eV
region.

The ionization potential of Al„clusters (Fig. 1) in-

creases steeply at small n, and threshold ionization ener-

gies for n 3-6, 8, 9, and 13 are all 0.5 eV or more
above the atomic value. A very large decrease from
n 13 to 14 is followed by a general decline that gradu-
ally approaches the classical metallic sphere model. '

[Our observations are consistent with Cox et al. ,
' except

that A19 and Al|3 data are now interpreted such that
IP & 6.4 eV, Fig. 3(a).] In the case of In„,it is similarly
found that n 2-6, 8, and 9 have IP's at least 0.25 eV
above the atomic value.

The IP trend for Al„,n 2-6, has been explained by
Upton" in terms of delocalized bonding orbitals derived
from atomic 3p orbitals, though his calculated drop in

the IP at n 5 is not observed. Both this initial rise and
the sustained high ionization potentials (Fig. 1) repre-
sent substantial deviations from the classical trend fol-
lowed by alkali-metal atomic clusters. ' A proposal for
understanding the differences among the group-I, -II,
and -III atomic clusters is related to the insulator-metal
transitions known for expanded metals, such as near-
critical Hg vapor. ' This picture, " illustrated in Fig.
2, emphasizes the evolution and hybridization of the s
and p bands as a function of the density or size or mean
coordination number of the material system. In mono-

valent metals (Na, K, Cu) the s band is always half-
filled, and theory and experiment agree on delocalized
electron states for even the smallest clusters. Divalent
metals differ sharply: Small clusters exhibit weak bond-

ing and localized electrons in the filled s bands until un-

dergoing the insulator-metal transition. Group-III met-
als are characterized for small n by a one-sixth-filled p
band, where only the deepest-lying bonding orbitals are
occupied, giving rise to the initial increase in IP s. As
the s and p bands hybridize, the IP's approach the classi-
cal prediction. Specifically for Al„,we suggest that the
abrupt leveling of the initial linear increase in IP's at
n-5 atoms indicates the onset of s-p hybridization. The
continued hybridization is manifested in the sustained
high IP's of n 5-22 atoms, and only when the IP's
merge with the classical curve in the n=25-45 range
(where the exact size for merging depends on how the
shell structure is interpreted) is the hybridization comp-
leted (Fig. 1). Some direct evidence for an onset of the
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FIG. 2. Hypothetical size evolution of the electron bands of
clusters composed of n group-I (upper), -II (middle), and -III
(lower) metal atoms. The s and p orbital energies of the bulk

Fermi energies and the work functions are defined with respect
to vacuum and are appropriate to a mid-Z atom (e.g. , Na or K,
Mg or Ca, and Al or Ga). The asymptotic behavior of the
work function is taken to be n ' ', as already observed for Na
and K (Refs. 1 and 10) and in Fig. l.

gradual merging of s and p bands in Al„might also be
derived from photoemission spectra, ' which show a
steadily growing density of states at 2-4 eV below the
Fermi level for n 18-32 atoms.

Figures 1 and 3 reveal a pronounced shell structure in

Al„clusters for n&6. A shell opening at size n is
characterized by a particularly low IP and thus a strong
signal in the mass spectra (Fig. 3). The IP gradually in-

creases with n as the electrons fill the shell, to reach a
maximum at shell closing, and then drop discontinuously
as the next shell opens. The discontinuities in IP for
group-III metals are typically 0.2-0.6 eV, about 4 times
larger than for the alkali metals. ' The spherical shell
model of Knight et al. ' proposes a universal pattern of
shell-filling electron numbers, while the SJBM pro-
vides quantitative predictions for the magnitude of shell
eAects, including gaps between shells. In this model,
n, =nZ~ electrons fill the spherical orbitals i nl) of an
A„cluster according to the pattern '

Is'lp i1d' 2s i1f' i2p i
ig' i2d'

i lh 3s i2f' li 3p i2g' ij 3d' 4s

where the vertical bars indicate the largest shell-closing discontinuities occurring at n, =8, 20, 34, 40, 58, 68, 92, 138,
and 198 electrons. For Al„(Z~ 3, n, =3n) we find shell openings (low IP's) at n=7 atoms (21 electrons), 14 (42),
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FIG. 3. Photoionization mass spectra of Al, clusters taken
at several photon energies. At 7.87-eV photoionization energy
(not shown) all c1uster sizes are efficiently ionized, resulting in

a smooth size distribution. At lower photon energies, the mass
spectra are dominated by low-IP clusters, corresponding to
electron-shell openings. (The starred peak in the top frame is

A130.)

17 (51), 23 (69), 29 (87), 36-37 (108-111),39 (117),
43 (129), 47 (141), 55 (165), and 67 (201). The same
shell openings are found to apply to In„(not shown),
particularly n 7, 14, 17, 37, 43, and 47 atoms. Using
the IP information and limited data on Al„O clusters,
where n, 3n —2, we assign the shell closings of group-
III metals as n, 20, 40, 50, 68, 84, 106 or 108, 114,
126, 138, 164, and 198 electrons. The underlined shell

closings show the validity of a spherical approximation
with n, 3n valence electrons, that is, a single 3s-3p con-
duction band. However, the absence of discontinuities at
n, 34, 58, and 92 electrons, together with the observed
additional shell closings at n, =50, 84, 106 or 108, 114,
126, and 164 electrons, indicates a partial failure of the
SJBM.

The range of n values studied here goes beyond previ-
ous work on Al„clusters. Our data compare well with

measured stabilities, ' but only partly with the observed
electron affinities (EA): Gantefor et al. ' find "out-
standing high EA" for n =4, 6, 9, 19, and 22 atoms and
low EA for n =14 and 23 atoms, which, except n =19, is

consistent with our shell picture. Taylor et al. ' find

high EA for n=6, 13, 19, 23, and 29 atoms. High EA's

suggest that the extra electron of the negative ion com-
pletes a shell; i.e., shell fillings are at 70 and 88 electrons,
respectively. This disagrees with our finding of shell
closings at n, 68 and 84 electrons.

Because a spherical approximation seems to be an ap-
propriate starting point, we have considered symmetry-
breaking perturbations which could explain the observed
discrepancies: These include axially symmetric distor-
tions (spheroidal or ellipsoidal), spin-orbit coupling, and
crystal-field splitting. Based on twice the range of sizes
as previous experiments, we find it impossible to fit our
data by the ellipsoidally distorted shell model;4'i the ob-
served shell closings at n, 50, 84, 114, 126, and 164
electrons are incompatible with this model. An estimate
of the spin-orbit coupling constant in a cluster, following
the calculations of Goeppert-Mayer, ' shows that this in-
teraction is more than 1 order of magnitude too weak.
The similarity of the pattern observed for Al and In, low-
and high-Z atoms, would also appear to contradict this
hypothesis.

Crystal-field effects in group-III clusters are more pro-
nounced than in group-I metals because the Z~ 3 ionic
cores are larger perturbations on a jellium background.
As in the case of the nearly-free-electron model of bulk
metals, deviations from free-electron behavior occur
when nodal surfaces in the electronic wave functions are
commensurate with the ionic cores. Therefore, high-I
shells in larger clusters will manifest this level splitting
according to the structural symmetry of the cluster. "
Conversely, the pattern of electronic levels can be used to
infer information about structural symmetries. For ex-
ample, the numerous gaps in the energy levels of an octa-
hedral Alii cluster deviate considerably from the ob-
served IP drops in clusters of similar size, lacking the ob-
served major gaps at 20 and 40 electrons which are pre-
dicted by the spherical shell models. The energy-level
pattern of McHenry et al. ' for icosahedral Alii is, how-

ever, consistent with the observed IP drops. In Il, sym-

metry, l 4 (f) shells are the first to be split by symme-

try lowering. Therefore, many of the energy gaps pre-
dicted by spherical models are retained, including those
at n, 20 and 40. In addition, a new gap not present in

the SJBM is predicted at 50 electrons, in correspondence
to the substantial IP drop at Ali7. While other struc-
tures (perhaps of low symmetry) cannot be ruled out in

explaining the electronic structure of these clusters, the
IP results presented here should motivate calculations on
larger clusters of icosahedral symmetry. Furthermore,
the importance of this structural motif is indicated by
observations of icosahedral small metal particles and

by the icosahedral symmetry (quasicrystals) in bulk Al-
Mn alloy.

In conclusion, we have observed evidence for the hy-
bridization of the s and p electronic bands in group-IIIA
metal atomic clusters. The onset is manifested in the
abrupt leveling of IP's near n =5 atoms and the hybridi-
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zation is completed in the n =25-45 range after a gradu-
al approach to the classical prediction. The size evolu-

tion IP's beyond n 6 exhibits an electronic shell struc-
ture qualitatively similar to that observed earlier in al-
kali metals. While many of the shell-filling numbers are
those predicted by the spherical jellium mode1, other as-
pects of the electronic shell structure of the group-IIIA
metal clusters are inconsistent, even for larger clusters.
The most plausible explanation of the electronic level

pattern is structural symmetry lowering from spherical
symmetry resulting from lattice crystal-field effects. A
full report on the photoionization spectroscopy of Al„
and In„clusters is forthcoming.
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Note added. —de Heer, Milani, and Chatelain have

recently measured the electric dipole polarizabilities of
Al„atomic clusters (n to 61) and interpreted the ob-
served pattern in terms of a "nonjellium-to-jellium tran-
sition" occurring near 40 atoms. We find that the ion-

ization potentials deviate significantly from the spherical
model throughout the n 30-60 range, suggesting more
complex behavior than a simple transition. The very low

polarizabilities observed in the small cluster sizes could
be due to a suppressed response of the deep s-band elec-
trons, since this is the size region where s-p hybridization
is occurring. In this case, the approach of IP's to the
classical curve and the approach of the polarizabilities to
the Thomas-Fermi jellium curve would be manifestations
of the same effect.
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